
Are US OTAs
Targeting APAC?
American on-line travel agents
have their sights set on the Asia
Pacific travel market, according to 
market analysis by US firm Pho-
cuswright. 
US OTAs are ‘aggressively’ seeking in-
roads to Asia Pacific, a ‘coveted’ market
in which they hope to expand their
customer base and product offering. 
Expedia and Booking.com continue to 
dominate the US OTA market, collec-
tively holding a 92% piece of the pie, 
the report states. To claim a stake in 
the APAC market, the OTA giants have 
sought out new alliances in the region. 

Booking.com has struck a USD500
million deal with Chinese ride-shar-
ing app DiDi and a USD200 million
deal with Grab, another ride-share
app operating in Southeast Asia. The
partnerships mean booking.com 
customers can use the OTA’s app to 
haul DiDi or Grab cars, while these 
ride-share users can likewise book 
hotel inventory supplied by booking.
com or Agoda, the report says. 
Meanwhile, Expedia has bought the 
remaining 25% share of Asian OTA 
AAE Travel and invested USD350
million in Southeast Asian OTA Trav-
eloka.

. . . Tech Trials
A key trend to watch in the OTA
market in 2019 is  the sector’s
implementation of  general voice
technology, the report points out. 
Currently, US OTAs are testing, 
researching and gradually incor-
porating the technology into their 
platforms. According to the research, 
the share of  US online travellers 
who are comfortable researching
travel through voice is nearing 50%, 
but interest in voice booking lags
with only one in three comfortable.
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